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ABSTRACT 
Between February 1988 and March 1993, 24 patients with locally advanced bladder cancer 

(stages T2_4No-sMo) were included in this study. Combination chemotherapy consisting of 
methotrexate, vinblastine, epirubicin (doxorubicin) and cisplatin (M-VAC) was given to the 
patients in a neoadjuvant setting. 

The clinical stage was T2NOMO in eight patients, T3aNOMO in three, T3bNOMO in seven, 
T4NOMO in five and T4N3MO in one. After chemotherapy, total cystectomy was performed in 
20 patients and partial cystectomy 4. Of 24 patients, one (4%) showed a pathological complete 
response, and eight (33%) had a pathological partial response, for an overall response rate of 
38% (95% confidence limits 20 to 57%). Nine patients who achieved a pathological response 
to chemotherapy had a significantly higher survival rate than the nonresponders (p<0.01). In 
the relationship between the clinical stage and the response to chemotherapy, clinical T2 and 
T3a diseases were more likely to respond to chemotherapy than clinical T3b and T4 diseases, 
with a response rate of 64% and 15%, respectively. While a positive relationship between the 
pathological response and survival was observed, adequate follow-up is needed to assess the 
ability of neoadjuvant chemotherapy to improve the prognosis of patients with locally 
advanced bladder cancer. 
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The management of muscle invasive bladder 
cancer continues to be a challenging problem. 
Despite radical surgery, the majority of patients 
with invasive transitional cell carqinoma die of 
metastatic disease within 5 years of diagno
sis2,ll). Cisplatin-based combination chemother
apy is now considered the most effective therapy 
for advanced or metastatic bladder cancer5,13\ 

and neoadjuvant chemotherapy for locally 
advanced bladder cancer has been performed for 
the purpose of improving the outcome7,9,l2). Neo
adjuvant chemotherapy may have several advan
tages, such as the possibility of in vivo evaluation 
of chemosensitivity, conversion of unresectability 
to resectability, the eradication of micrometa
stases and organ preservation 15), but the effect of 
neoadjuvant chemotherapy in treating invasive 
bladder cancer still remains unclear. We report 
the results of neoadjuvant chemotherapy consist
ing of methotrexate, vinblastine, epirubicin (doxo
rubicin) and cisplatin (M-VAC)13) in patients with 
locally advanced bladder cancer. 

PATIENTS AND METHODS 
Between February 1988 and March 1993, 24 

patients with locally advanced bladder cancer 
(stages T2_4No_3Mo) who had been treated at the 
Urological Department of Hiroshima University 
School of Medicine and its affiliated facilities 
were included in this analysis. 

The characteristics of the 24 patients are shown 
in Table 1. The clinical staging procedures 
included physical examination, laboratory stud
ies, urine cytology, cystoscopic examination, 
transurethral biopsy, sonogram, abdominal com
puterized tomography, chest x-ray and bone scan. 
Magnetic resonance imaging was not routinely 
performed. 

The M-VAC chemotherapy was administered 
according to the following schedule: 30mg/m2 

methotrexate on day 1, and 3mg/m2 vinblastine, 
30mg/m2 doxorubicin and 70mg/m2 cisplatin on 
day 213). We used epirubicin instead of doxorubi
cin for 18 patients to reduce cardiac toxicity. 

The clinical response was evaluated according 
to the criteria of WH016>. The pathological 
response was assessed according to the criteria 
recommended by the First International Consen
sus Development Conference on Bladder Can
cer10). A pathological complete response (pCR) 
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Table 1. Characteristics of patients 

No. of patients 

Age Range (mean) 

Sex (male: female) 

PS# 0 

Clinical T stage 

1 

2 

2 

3a 

3b 

4 

Histological findings 

TCC 

TCC+SCC 

Prior treatment 

TUR 

Partial cystectomy 

Systemic chemotherapy 

24 

39-78 (61.3) 

22: 2 

15 

8 

1 

8 

3 

7 

6 

21 

3 

6 

1 

1 

#Based on the WHO performance score16). 

Table 2. Response to neoadjuvant M-VAC 

Response* 
No.Pts. ---------- Response rate% 

pCR pPR IR 

24 1 8 15 38 (20-57) 

*Based on the criteria of the First International Consen
sus Development Conference on Bladder Cancer10). 

Numbers in parenthesis are 95 % confidence limits 

was defined as the complete absence of cancer 
cells from the bladder and lymph nodes, as well 
as the absence of any detectable cancer by physi
cal examination and imaging studies. A patholog
ical partial response (pPR) was defined as a 
downstaging to a stage less than P2. Any 
response less than pCR and pPR was classified as 
incomplete (IR). 

Overall survival was measured from the date of 
the initiation of chemotherapy by the method of 

Kaplan and Meier6\ with the end point being 
cancer death, and the difference between survival 
curves was evaluated by the Mantel-Cox test. 

RESULTS 
Ten patients received only one cycle of neoadju

vant chemotherapy, eleven received 2 cycles, one 
received 3 cycles and two received 4 cycles, for an 
average of 1.8 cycles. The median interval from 
the initial cycle of chemotherapy to surgical 
treatment was 2.42 months (range 0.97 to 5.07 
months). After completion of chemotherapy, 20 
patients (83%) received radical cystectomy and 4 
patients (17%) underwent partial cystectomy. We 
observed no excess morbidity in any of the 
patients who underwent surgery after chemother
apy in this study. 

Of these 24 patients, one (4%) achieved pCR 
and eight (33%) pPR, for an overall response rate 
of 38% (95% confidence limits 20 to 57%) (Table 
2). While the overall response rate of 11 patients 
with clinical T2 and T3a diseases was 64%, that 
of 13 patients with clinical T3b and T4 diseases 
was 15% (Table 3). As to the correlation between 
the clinical and pathological responses, one clini
cal complete responder had a pathological com
plete response, but only five of 13 patients (38%) 
with a clinical partial response demonstrated 
pPR (Table 4). 

One patient with pCR after partial cystectomy 
had a recurrence of superficial bladder cancer at 
21 months after the start of chemotherapy and is 
alive without the disease 49 months after trans
urethral resection of this recurrent tumor. All 8 
patients with pPR are alive for a duration of 13 
to 63 months (median 39 months) and one of 
these had lymph nodal metastasis at 45 months 
after chemotherapy. Of the 15 patients with IR, 
six patients (40%) are alive for a duration of 24 
to 90 months (median 32 months) and one of 
these had a local recurrence at 32 months. The 
remaining 9 (60%) patients had metastatic dis
eases (four in the lymph nodes, two in bone, two 
in skin and one in the liver) at a median of 14 
months (range 2 to 35 months), and died of the 
disease at a median of 27 months (range 5 to 60 
months). There was a significant difference in the 
survival rates between responders and nonre
sponders (p<0.01) (Fig.). 

Table 3. Relationship between T and P categori~s after neoadjuvant M-VAC 

p category No. ofpts. with P 
T category No. Pts. category less than 

PO Pis/Pa/Pl P2 ~ P2/Totals ( % ) 

T2-3a 11 7 4 7/11 (64) 

T3b-4 13 1 1 11 2/13 (15) 

Totals 24 1 8 15 9/24 (38) 
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Table 4. Relationship between the clinical response 
and the pathological response 

Clinical No.Pts. 
Pathological response 

response pCR pPR IR 

Complete· 1 1 

Partial 13 5 8 

No change 10 3 7 

Totals 24 1 8 15 

% survival 
100 

l Responders(9 pts.) 

p < 0.01 

so 

~J 
Nonresponders(lS pts.) 

12 24 36 48 60 72 84 

Months after start of chemotherapy 

Fig. Survival curves of pathological responders and 
nonresponders calculated by the method of Kaplan 
and Meier6>. The survival rate of responders was 
significantly higher than that of nonresponders 
(p<0.01). 

Hematological toxicity included grade 3 leuko
penia in two (8%), grade 2 leukopenia in seven 
(29%), and grade 2 thrombocytopenia in two (8%). 
Mucositis occurred in only one patient (4%). Nau
sea, vomiting and alopecia were universal. There 
was no significant hepatic or renal toxicity. No 
drug-related death was observed. 

DISCUSSION 
There has been little change in the survival 

rates of patients with muscle-invasive bladder 
tumors over 40 years, with 50% or fewer surviv
ing 5 years when treated with radical cystectomy 
and/or radiotherapy2,rn. These results have led 
several investigators to try cisplatin-based che
motherapy in neoadjuvant and/or adjuvant set
tings for locally invasive bladder cancer to 
improve the survival rate by eradicating any 
micrometastasis considered present at the initial 
diagnosis7,i4,is,17). Splinter et al. reported that 
pathological responders had a 3 and 5-year sur
vival rate of 85 and 75%, respectively, whereas 
nonresponders had a 3 and 5-year survival rate 
of 30 and 20%, respectively12). In another 
report8), the survival of responders was signifi
cantly better than that of nonresponders, with 
specific death rates of 26 % and 63 %, respec
tively8). Also in our study, we observed a signifi-

cantly better prognosis in pathological responders 
than in nonresponders. Although a positive cor
relation between response and survival was sug
gested by these results, this relationship does not 
imply a causal relationship and it may simply be 
a marker for a more favorable prognosis4). 

In the relationship between clinical stage and 
response for chemotherapy, Herr et al reported 
that clinical stage T2 and T3a diseases were most 
likely to respond to chemotherapy4). Similar 
results were obtained in our study. 

Though it is likely that the better prognosis of 
the responders compared with the nonresponders 
might be the result of a better prognosis of clini
cal T2 and T3a tumors than clinical T3b and T4 
tumors, Martinez-Pineiro et al reported that the 
disease-free period and survival time were longer 
within each T category for patients receiving cis
platin than for those who did not receive cispla
tin8). This result suggested that the significantly 
longer survival of responders to chemotherapy is 
not only the result of comparing patients with 
less infiltrating and smaller tumors to a more 
heterogeneous patient population but also to the 
beneficial effect of chemotherapy. However, Mar
tinez-Pineiro et al. concluded that no significant 
difference in survival between total cystectomy 
alone and neoadjuvant chemotherapy with cispla
tin combined with total cystectomy was observed 
in the prospective randomized study8). 

Previously, we reported the low effectiveness of 
M-VAC in the liver (14%) and bone (25%) metas
tases of urothelial cancer5). Taking this into 
account, neoadjuvant chemotherapy may not be 
able to eradicate micrometastasis present in 
patients with invasive bladder cancer. 

Two randomized trials of cisplatin-based com
bination chemotherapy following surgery versus 
definitive surgery alone are ongoing1•3). These 
studies will give us a reasonable answer to the 
true value of neoadjuvant cisplatin-based com
bination chemotherapy. 
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